A COMPLETE SOLUTION
for outpatient anticoagulation management
ONLY THE HEMOCHRON SIGNATURE ELITE OFFERS THE FEATURES ESSENTIAL FOR TODAY’S OUTPATIENT PRACTICES

Ease regulatory challenges with New Compliance Technology
- Integrated barcode scanner
- Quality control (QC) lockouts
- Auto-electronic QC
- Data storage

Maximize clinic efficiency with optimal connectivity to
- Coumadin® patient management programs
- Point-of-care (POC) data management programs
- LIS/EMR systems

Ease patient management and improve care
- Accurate POC fingerstick or venous testing
- Assays available: PT, citrated PT, APTT and citrated APTT
ITC: A LEADER IN THE ANTICOAGULATION INDUSTRY

ITC has been at the forefront of the anticoagulation industry for the past 40 years. As the market leader, more ITC point of care anticoagulation instruments are used in hospitals worldwide than any other point of care anticoagulation device.

ONLY ITC MONITORS PATIENTS THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE COAGULATION CONTINUUM

ITC’s versatile instruments and cuvettes provide the ultimate choice for managing patients throughout the hospital…and beyond. Only ITC provides the ability to standardize patient management on the same reliable technology platform from pre-admission testing, to inpatient procedures, through outpatient monitoring to patient self-testing.

Standardizing on a single platform can lead to improved patient management by minimizing INR variability, and enhancing reliability and confidence in INR test results.